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On shore flood basalts and volcanic 
margins 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As first clearly stated in the groundbreaking work of Bob White and Dan McKenzie, there is a clear relationship between on-shore flood basalts and break-up.The North Atlantic Igneous Province, the on-shore flood basalts found from Norway, Scotland, Ireland and Greenland was certainly followed by the formation of a classic volcanic margin. The evidence for this comes from the endless imaging of basalt flows beneath the sea-floor, intrusions into the upper and lower crust and high seismic velocity, and most likely magmatic in origin underplating of the lower crust. There is little doubt.By the same argument, the Deccan Traps represents widespread on-shore eruptions of volcanic rock and the formation of the northwest Indian ocean is volcanic with intrusions in the upper and lower crust and evidence of basalts near the sea floor, surely…



Mantle temperature, lithosphere 
and melt thickness 

 White & 
McKenzie, 
JGR, 1989 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a simple 1-D model of uniform instantaneous extension it is clear that melt thickness is mostly only a function of temperature.Plotted is the thickness of melt generated for the instantaneous extension of lithosphere of various thicknesses (70, 100 130 km) to a stretch factor of 2, 5 and 50. Break-up and the onset of sea-floor spreading would be at an infinite stretch factor. So clearly as stretch factors increase, under the assumptions of instantaneous stretching of a 1-D lithosphere, initial lithosphere thickness plays no part at high degrees of extension.Therefore, normal oceanic crust would form if mantle temperatures were 1280 and thicker crust is formed when the system is hotter. Therefore, volcanism at rift margins is controlled by temperature alone, and hence the relationship between on-shore and off-shore volcanism.



How do you make less melt? 
 At low rates of 

extension (< 20 
mm/yr full rate) the 
crustal thickness can 
be low (< 5 km). 

 Crustal thicknesses at 
mid-ocean ridges 
are typically 
between 5 and 8 
km. 

 Bown & White, EPSL, 
1994. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if break-up typically leads to 7 km of volcanic crust, how do you make less than this?This compilation of mid-ocean ridge thicknesses, made in 1994, suggests that (1) thin crust is formed at slow spreading rates. If the full spreading rate is anything greater than say 20 mm/yr then the crustal thickness, for oceanic crust, is between 5 and 8 km.



How do you make less melt? 

 For mantle of a 
temperature of 1280 
to 1320 °C a corner-
flow model can 
match thickness. 

 The North Atlantic 
margins fit a 100 °C 
hotter mantle. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a simple 2-D kinematic corner flow model would suggest that to recreate some of the thinnest oceanic crustal thicknesses, the mantle would also have to be colder, mantle temperatures down to 1250. And if we up the temperature, we can reproduce crustal thickness observed up North, in the North Atlantic margins.Therefore, crustal thicknesses, hence break-up volcanism is controlled by spreading rates and temperature. But this model only applies to mid-ocean spreading, and mid-ocean spreading is not break-up and rifting. The margin represents the point at which thick, sometimes up to 250 km thick, old continental lithosphere was thinned and subsequently broke apart.



How do you make less melt? 

 Extend slowly, 
forming a wide 
rift with low 
melt volumes 

 Average melt 
thickness is the 
volume of melt 
generated 
divided by the 
width. 

 Bown & White, 
JGR, 1995 
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Presentation Notes
Melt generation is a function of the rate of decompression and temperature. Extension is not instantaneous. As the lithosphere is extended it thins and melt is generated as mantle material moves upwards, decompresses. Mantle will also cool due to heat conduction with the surroundings. If you stretch slowly then the mantle that has travelled upwards will cool lowering its temperature and reducing melt generation.This is displayed here. Plotted is average melt thickness against rift duration for three different mantle temperatures, and within each temperature set there are plots for, 50km, 25 km half widths of the necking region and dashed lines ignore horizontal heat conduction. Average melt thickness is the volume of melt generated divided by the width. The absolute value is not what I wish to show, rather that as you increase the duration of extension, and so reduce the rate of extension, melt generation decreases.The expectation is therefore that wide margins typify a-magmatic margins, as it is the long protracted period of extension that is the cause of the lack of magmatism. This would be the case regardless of how hot the mantle is below.Good work Bob, job done.



Update the plot – add a few 
margins… 

 Not all slow 
forming 
margins lack 
significant 
melt. 

 Not all thin 
margins are 
slow… 

Collier et al., JGR, 2009 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, wait a minute. Lets update the plot of oceanic crustal thickness against spreading rate (note, axis has changed to half spreading rate).Black triangles: Bowen & White’s data set of oceanic crustal thickness and mid-ocean ridgesBlack dots: North Atlantic margins.Open dots: South Atlantic margins.Diamonds: All other margins.Star: Seychelles.First point: Not all thin margins are slow forming. Wide margins can be apparently a-magmatic, however so can narrow marigns that have a high rate of extension at break-up.Second point: On-shore volcanism does not equal volcanic margin. Are temperature and rate of extension the only controls and the only important controls on melt generation during rifting and the formation of a margin?



Furthermore, is break-up not 
by definition volcanic? 

 Sills observed in the Newfoundland 
margin. Evidence for post-rift magmatism 
(Peron-Pinvidic et al., JGI, 2010). 

 The magnetic J-anomaly is possibly 
associated with magmatic intrusions 
(Bronner et al., N. Geo., 2011). 

 What comes first, melting or exhumation 
and serpentinisation? 



How do you thin lithosphere 
without melting (too much)? 

 In the right circumstance: 
› The lack or not of pre-existing weakness. 

 With the right sort of lithosphere: 
› Serpentinisation of upper mantle. 
› Strain rate softening. 

 Or, is the mantle that upwells a spent force – 
depleted. 



A pre-existing weak zone? 

Corti, Tectonophysics, 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is possible that continents break-up at the sight of ancient suture zones, where the continents have been stitched together. If this is the case, then it is reasonable to assume that there exists weaker zones within the upper crust. If such a configuration of continental upper mantle and lithosphere were to undergoes extension, then the rift would become much more localised into a narrow zone.This is a typical laboratory experiment done within a centrifuge to speed things up.Narrow necking zone – narrow margin



Or no pre-existing weakness 

DZW – deformed zone width 

Corti et al., GRL, 2003 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If such a  pre-existing weakness is removed you get a wide Basin and Range style extension as strain does not localise.Furthermore, in this weak-zone model, the asthenosphere is exhumed at certain regions within the rift. This might be characteristic of rift zones, where you get folding perpendicular to the rift axis. Otherwise, 3-D numerical models of spreading centres have found that the mantle forms upwellings at regular spacing's along axis.



Wrinkles due to stretching 

Choblet & Parmentier, EPSL, 2001 

Levy & Jaupart, JGI, 2011 
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Presentation Notes
And just to drive the point home, wrinkles are integral to stretching. Under the assumption that the upper lithosphere or crust behave as a thin sheet, they are to be expected. Furthermore, the wavelength of folds may subsequently constrain the evolving margin into periodic zones up upwelling where melt generation is strong. This is particularly found for experiments at low spreading rates.



Weak lower crust 

Lavier & Manatschal, Nature, 2005 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to 2-D extension, and lets focus on a numerical model that is a little closer to home (your home). This model by Luc Lavier and Gianreto Manatschal attempted to use some geological arguments as to why/how there might be a weaker lower crust  above the MOHO that might help localise extension. Putting this sort of christmas tree under extension and…



Serpentinite 

 Weakens the upper mantle as it is 
formed as it lowers the friction coefficient 
within the Mohr Coulomb yield criterion. 

Lavier et al., Nature, 2005 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Included the expeceted weakening of the formation of serpentinenite…



Stretch, thin and exhume 

Lavier et al., Nature, 2005 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They find that a numerical model of slow extension (2 mm/yr) yields localisation and break-up. This is achieved in three stages:Faulting of the upper crust down towards the weak zone. Detachment faulting along the weak zone.Exhumation and serpentinisation of the upper mantle.I would venture to suggest that the continent, or initial condition, is a wee bit thin mind…



So what is it to be? 

 Weak layers to facilitate 
thinning/shearing of the continental 
lithosphere. 

 Pre-existing weakness in the crust and 
lithosphere, rifts form in old suture zones, 
don’t they? 

 Or is melt key? 



After all, not all rifts succeed… 

Armitage et al., G-cubed (2009) 

White & McKenzie, JGR (1989) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The north Atlantic did not form in a single move, rather it was a stuttering start, with a series of extensional basins forming for perhaps 100’s of millions of years prior to eventual, and very magmatic break-up. There is the Rockall Trough, which is likely very old, but this was followed by the formation of the younger Hatton Basin, which potentially preceded break-up by 20 Myr. This extension could thin the lithosphere and bring about it’s eventual breakage.This flip flop extensional history will have an impact on melt generation.



and melt will thermally weaken… 

 At mid-ocean ridges, slow extension and 
melt intrusion match bathymetry. 

 Buck et al., Nature, 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And melt intrusions weaken, as demonstrated by the mid-ocean ridge models of Rodger Buck. 



Could the rift history control 
magmatism? 

Armitage et al., Nature, 2010; Armitage et al., G-cubed, 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when it melts, it does not have to always be masses. For example, moving northwards of the South East Indian Ridge, recall that the Seychelles margin (here) is thin yet it is coeval with the Deccan Traps. This a-magamtic break-up is most likely due to the flip-flop extensional history and how it interacts with the thermal history of the Deccan (assuming a plume source).Extension was first to the south, off the slide, in the Mascerene Basin. It then migrated northwards to the Gop Rift, just prior to the Deccan. Then extension migrated southwards to the Carlesberg Ridge. I have forced a mantle flow mdoel to conform to this history and..



Rift history effects melt 
generation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is plotted the mantle at the end of the volcanic Gop Rift and just prior to extension between the Seychelles and Laxmi Ridge.The shield of depleted mantle reduces the size of the melt region limiting melt generation. 



Such that break-up goes 
with a bang or a whimper? 

 Prior extension 
depletes the 
asthenosphere such 
that once break-up 
is achieved the 
mantle is depleted. 

 The Seychelles 
margin is thin despite 
an association with 
flood basalts. 

 Armitage et al., 
Nature , 2010. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without history you get the blue line, with the history you get the red line.



1. How do you localise 
extension – break-up? 

a) Pre-existing local weakness in the upper 
lithosphere. 
 

b) Serpentinisation and a weak lower 
curst. 
 

c) Melt intrusion and so at least some melt 
generation. 



2. What controls melt 
generation? 

a) Temperature. But a-magmatic margins 
exist near flood basalts (Seychelles) 

b) Rate of extension. But not all a-
magmatic margins extended slowly 
(Seychelles) 

c) Inherited structure of the lithosphere, 
but is this relevant for the slow forming 
North East American margins? 



What defines the steady-
state shape of a margin? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Corner flow may generate melt, but this is unlikely unless there is considerable lateral flow from other sourcesBut ultimately I am interested in stability. Competition of gravity flow due to continental lithosphere buoyancy. What stops the spreading? The corner flow can provide the balance.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continent is squeezed by the cornre flow, with the horizontal component of mantle flow compressing by 1 mm/yr.Dynamic topography effect is small, no heat flow alteration.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add addition 20% melt depletion to the continent and the buoyancy overcomes the corenre flow and it spreads.



What is the fate of a margin? 
time 

Levy & Jaupart 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the continental crust were to spread too, then this may lead to the onset of subduction and the destruction of our margin.
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